openQA test in scenario opensuse-42.3-DVD-x86_64-extra_tests_on_gnome@64bit fails in multi_users_dm

This test runs fine when cloned on tortuga: http://tortuga.suse.de/tests/1920#step/multi_users_dm/24

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 0270

Expected result

Last good: 0267 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 02/12/2017 10:22 am - okurz
- Status changed from New to Resolved

I checked the last twenty runs of extra_tests_on_gnome and all occurrences of multi_user_dm failed but none because of this issue. There were changes to make multi_users_dm more robust, let's assume one of them fixed it, e.g.
commit 33aa0d86
Author: Rodion Iafarov riafarov@suse.com
Date: Wed Oct 4 18:21:24 2017 +0200

Fix user#01 selection on gnome

On gnome when having many users created, not the first user in the list is selected, as mouse cursor is in the middle of the screen. Clicking doesn't work, as list gets scrolled when pointer is moved, as a result we click wrong user, so using up key. Whereas, to select user correctly needle has 100% match level, as matches other users with 97% accuracy.

See [poo#25446](https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/25446).